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1. Introduction  

1.1 Purpose of document 

The purpose of this document is to provide detailed explanation to participants and to their Information 

Technology department on how a participant can get the debtor's credit situation when using the A2A 

channel. The online interactive webapplication for U2A consultations will be described later on in a 

separate document. 

The consultation function is one of the three output functions1. It allows a participant to request the 

debtor's credit situation for 2 of the last 12 closed months. 

1.2 Content of document 

The consultation function is divided in two services: ConsultCredits and ConsultDebtors. Each of them 

consists in an input (request) and an output (reply). ConsultCredits returns the credit situation of a given 

debtor for 2 requested periods while ConsultDebtors helps to identify a single debtor. 

This document firstly broaches some technical and practical issues and secondly describes both 

services input and output separately. 

1.3 Reference 

This document is part of the Technical documentation related to the output functions. It refers to the 

consultation XML schemas but also to the CKO2 XML elements and to the tables of NBB codes 

available in separate CKO2 documents. 

 

Ref. Title 

[1] Technical documentation - CKO2 XML elements - Description of the XML elements used in the 

 CKO2 XML files 

[2] Tables of NBB codes: Description of the codes used in the protocols 

1.4 History of the document 

Date Version Description of change 

09/06/2010 0.1 Draft version delivered to participants for reviewing 

01/08/2010 1.0 Final version 

10/01/2011 1.1 Final version (CONSULT_CREDITS_REQUEST only on  

  identification numbers and National Register status delivered) 

                                                           
1
 The other two output functions are the Automatic return and the Participant's directory. 
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Date Version Description of change 

19/05/2011 1.2 Final version - updated 

21/11/2011 1.3 Final version - validation rule V504 and message 3504 updated 
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2. Technical issues 

2.1 Entry points 

All inputs and outputs exchanged between the participants and the CKO2 application are exchanged 

via OneGate, except the consultation functions which are implemented as synchronous functions in a 

specific CKO2 application. 

This consultation can be done using the channels: 

 U2A : online interactive webapplication via browser;  

 A2A : webservices using SOAP or HTTPS entry points (SSL v3). 

2.2 Access requirements 

A valid class 3 certificate is needed to access the entry points (SSL v3).  

 

Participants with access to the OneGate reporting functions for CCCR have automatically access to the 

consultation functions (U2A and A2A) without any additional access request.   

2.3 Output format 

U2A and A2A are the 2 entry points for the same consultation functions. The contents of the input data 

and output data are identical for both entry points, but the format of the data depends on the entry point: 

 the U2A entry point is an online interactive webapplication. The interactive input (debtor 

identification data) is immediately validated and the output (search results or messages) is 

shown on the browser screen.  

 the A2A entry point consists of 2 webservices communicating via XML: CONSULT_CREDITS 

and CONSULT_DEBTORS.  

o the input of the CONSULT_CREDITS webservice is described in the XML schema 

CONSULT_CREDITS_REQUEST.xsd; 

o the output of the CONSULT_CREDITS webservice is described in the XML schema 

CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY.xsd; 

o the input of the CONSULT_DEBTORS webservice is described in the XML schema 

CONSULT_DEBTORS_REQUEST.xsd; 

o the output of the CONSULT_DEBTORS webservice is described in the XML schema 

CONSULT_DEBTORS_REPLY.xsd. 

The XML schemas and WSDL for both webservices can be found on the CCCR website. 
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2.4 Availability and support 

The participant can consult a debtor's credit situation during the working days of the Belgian financial 

institutions from 7h00 till 20h00 and on Saturdays from 9h00 till 12h00. 
 
The application is closed on Sundays and on public and bank holidays. 
 

Technical and applicative support is available every workday of the Belgian financial institutions from 

8h45 till 16h45. 

For other opening hours, the availability percentage and maximum down time can be covered by a 

specific SLA. 

2.5 Stability of the data 

The credit data are processed only during a night session of a few hours. So, the credit situation 

remains stable during a working day: the same consultation results in the same credit situation when 

repeated several times during the same working day, even if some declarers reported credits for the 

consulted debtors between the different times of consultation. 

2.6 URL's 

 

The URL's for the consultation functions can be found in the CKO2 technical documentation. 

 www.bnb.be > Centrales des crédits  >  Crédits aux entreprises  >  Participants > Accès réservé aux participants 

> Documentation CKO2 

 

 www.nbb.be > Kredietcentrales >  Kredieten aan ondernemingen  >  Deelnemers > Toegang voorbehouden aan de 

deelnemers > Documentatie CKO2 

 

.

http://www.nbb.be/pub/04_00_00_00_00/04_01_00_00_00/04_01_03_00_00/04_01_03_07_00.htm?l=f
http://www.nbb.be/pub/04_00_00_00_00/04_00_00_00_00.htm?l=fr
http://www.nbb.be/pub/04_00_00_00_00/04_01_00_00_00/04_01_01_00_00.htm?l=fr
http://www.nbb.be/pub/04_00_00_00_00/04_00_00_00_00.htm?l=nl
http://www.nbb.be/pub/04_00_00_00_00/04_01_00_00_00/04_01_01_00_00.htm?l=nl
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3. Practical issues 

3.1 Tables of codes 

The codes used in the consultation xml files refer to:  

 

 official tables for: 

- the country ISO codes and currency ISO codes (see www.iso.org tables 3166 and 

4217; 

- the legal situation, legal form (see Crossroads Bank of Enterprises tables) and 

Belgian postal codes of resident debtors. 

 

 CKO2 tables for  

- the credit modes (see the table "Credit modes codes and labels" in the document 

under ref. [2]); 

- the residual maturity codes (see the table "Credit maturity codes and labels" in the 

document under ref. [2]); 

- the message codes (see point 10); 

- the NRNP status codes (see the table "National Register status" in the document 

under ref. [2]). 

3.2 Exchange rates and currencies 

The reference currency is the EUR.  

The credit amounts in foreign currencies are converted in EUR at the exchange rate which applies at 

the month end of the requested periods. 

3.3 Units 

The amounts are delivered in units.  

3.4 Definitions 

 Month 1 (M1) and month 2 (M2): refers to the first and second months for which the participant 

wants to retrieve the debtor's credit situation. 

 Month -1 (or M-1): is the month preceding the month M. 

 Base entity: is the debtor on which the request is made. It can be a single debtor or an 

association. 

http://www.iso.org/
http://economie.fgov.be/fr/entreprises/BCE/Administration/BCEwi/tables/index.jsp
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 Association: group of debtors being together liable for the same credit(s). 

 Codebtor: debtor being liable with other debtors for the credit(s) of an association. 

 Derived entity: is an association containing the base entity. 

 Closed month/period: month end close of a reporting period. 

 Identification key(s): unique identification number (e.g. enterprise number) or set of 

identification data (e.g. name + first name + birth date) used to identify a potential debtor. 

 Person: potential debtor. 
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4. General description of the consultation 

4.1 Information on consultation 

The purpose of the consultation is to enable the participant to get the debtor's credit situation for two 

months thanks to a CONSULT_CREDITS_REQUEST and a CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY. The key to 

find the debtor and his credits in the CKO2 database is an identification number (Enterprise number, 

number of National register of Natural Person or participant internal number). 

 

If the participant does not know the identification number of the potential debtor, he can first use the 

CONSULT_DEBTORS_REQUEST which returns, for a given set of identification data (e.g. name + first 

name + birth year), additional identification data together with unique identification number(s)1. The 

participant can then choose the identification number which matches the best the debtor he is looking 

for and introduce it in a CONSULT_CREDITS_REQUEST.   

4.2 ROOT element 

Either the participant wants to retrieve the credit information directly by a ConsultCredits or he first 

needs to get one of the debtor's unique identification number by a ConsultDebtors.  

Both searches happen in two steps: a request followed by a reply. 

 

CONSULT_CREDITS element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

CONSULT_CREDITS_REQUEST Contains the data needed for getting the debtor's credit 

information 

Mandatory - Single XML 

CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY Contains the debtor's credit data Mandatory - Single XML 

 

CONSULT_DEBTORS element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

CONSULT_DEBTORS_REQUEST Contains the data needed for getting the debtor's 

identification number(s) 

Mandatory - Single XML 

CONSULT_DEBTORS_REPLY Contains the debtor's identification number(s) and data Mandatory - Single XML 

                                                           
1
 For maximum 10 potential debtors. 
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5. Description of the 
CONSULT_CREDITS_REQUEST 

5.1 General information on the credit request 

The request can be made through the use of one single identification number. A request relates to the 

last 2 months end closed (= default option) but the participant is free to choose 2 other months within 

the last 12 months. 

5.1.1 Request reference and comment 

5.1.1.1 Reference 

Each request may contain a participant request identification. It is up to the participant to decide 

whether he wants to use his own reference or not. This reference is part of the unique reference1 the 

application returns to the participant in the reply. 

5.1.1.2 Comment text 

In addition to the reference, the participant can add a comment to the request he makes. This comment 

is given back in the reply the participant gets. 

5.1.1.3 Participant code 

As some participants can be entitled to make requests on behalf of other participants, a participant code 

is needed to identify the actual beneficiary participant of the reply.  

5.1.2 Debtor identification number 

The participant needs to give the elements which allows the CKO2 application to find the debtor and 

retrieve his credit situation. This can be done by giving a unique number. 

Each debtor is registered in the CKO2 database with at least one identification number. Depending on 

the case, it can be: 

1. an enterprise number; 

2. a number of National Register of Natural Persons; 

3. a participant internal number. 

One of these numbers can be used to find a debtor in the CKO2 database and get his credit situation.  

 

                                                           
1
 CCCR_REQUEST_ID = participant code + participant request id +  output creation timestamp 
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In the eventuality that the participant does not know any identification number for the debtor or if the 

request relates to a non-resident person for who none of these numbers is known by the participant, he 

has the possibility to make a CONSULT_DEBTORS_REQUEST to get the identification number(s) (see 

points 7 and 8).  
 
Table 1: Possible identification numbers by type of debtor 

 

 Type of debtor 

 Legal entity Natural person 
Association 

Identification numbers Resident  Non-resident  Resident  Non-resident  

Enterprise number X  X X
1
  

National register number   X   

Participant internal number  X X X X 

CCCR internal number  X  X  

X: one of the element 

 

Remarks: 

 a participant internal number can only be known by the participant who reported that number; 

 only one of the possible existing debtor's identification number can be used in a request. 

 The CCCR internal number (DEBTOR_CCCR_NUMBER): unique identification number given 

by the CKO2 application and obtained by a CONSULT_DEBTORS_REQUEST. This number 

will only be used for a non-resident which is none of the participant's debtors and has no 

enterprise number. 

5.1.3 Requested months 

The participant can freely choose 2 months for which he wants to consult the debtor's credit situation. 

As only credit data regarding the last 12 closed months is stored in the CKO2 database, both selected 

months have to be within this time-lapse. 

If no month is mentioned in the request, credit data in the reply regards the last 2 closed months. 
  

                                                           
1
   Some non-resident natural persons are registered in the Crossroads Bank of Enterprises for their activity in Belgium. Therefore they could be 

registered in the CKO2 application by their enterprise number. 
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5.2 CONSULT_CREDITS_REQUEST elements 

CONSULT_CREDITS_REQUEST element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

HEADER Contains basic information Mandatory - Single XML 

REQUEST Contains the identification number or data of the 

debtor and the periods 

Mandatory - Single XML 

5.2.1 HEADER 

HEADER element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

ADMINISTRATION Contains basic information identifying the 

request 

Mandatory - Single XML 

PARTICIPANT_REQUEST_ID Free reference given by the participant Optional - Single XML 

 

 

ADMINISTRATION element 

 

The values of the attribute and child elements of the ADMINISTRATION element identify a consultation 

in a sole way with: 

 one attribute: the participant identifies his request with a detailed timestamp corresponding to 

its creation time; 

 child elements. The request must contain: 

o the code1 of the requesting participant and his comment if he wants to add one, 

o the code of the activity (INSTITUTE), which is a fixed value “CCCR”. 

 

Attribute 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

REQUEST_CREATION_TIMESTAMP Timestamp of the request creation Mandatory - Single XML 

 

Child elements 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

PARTICIPANT Contains the data related to the requesting 

participant  

Mandatory - Single XML 

INSTITUTE_CODE "CCCR" - Fixed value for the activity Mandatory - Single 

= CCCR 

XML 

XML 

 
  

                                                           
1
 This code is assigned by the CCCR. The list of all participants with their codes is published on the CCCR website. 
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PARTICIPANT element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

PARTICIPANT_CODE Unique code of the requesting participant Mandatory - Single 

V504 

XML 

3504 

COMMENT_TEXT Free comment the participant can include in a request Optional - Single XML 

5.2.2 REQUEST 

A participant making a credit request needs to give one or several identification key(s) to find the 

potential debtor. In addition, he has the possibility to choose 2 months out of the last 12 closed months 

for which he would like to retrieve the credit situation of the debtor. 

 

REQUEST element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

DEBTOR_ID_NUMBER Number to identify the debtor Mandatory - Single XML 

CREDITS_PERIOD_CHOICE Credit periods on which the consultation is made Optional - Single XML 

5.2.2.1 DEBTOR_ID_NUMBER 

The participant is requested to fill in an identification number.  

 

DEBTOR_ID_NUMBER element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

DEBTOR_KBO_NUMBER Enterprise number in the CBE V501 

V502 

One number is 

mandatory - Single 

 

3501 

3502 

XML 

DEBTOR_RRN_NUMBER Number of National Register of Natural Persons V503 

V501 

3503 

3501 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_CODE Internal number assigned by the participant to the debtor V505 3505 

DEBTOR_CCCR_NUMBER Unique number assigned by the CCCR to the debtor V509 3509 

5.2.2.2 CREDITS_PERIOD_CHOICE 

If the following elements are not filled in, the participant automatically gets the data for the last 2 closed 

months. But he is free to choose 2 other months within the last 12 closed months. In that last case, he 

must mention both months. 

 

CREDITS_PERIOD_CHOICE element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

PERIOD Month for which the credit situation is requested 0 or 2 elements XML 
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5.3 Technical and validation errors 

When a participant makes a request, he might encounter technical problems or validation errors. 

 

Both lead to exception message codes and texts in English in the header of the  

CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY (See points 6.3.1 and 6.3.2). 
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6. Description of the 
CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY  

6.1 General information on the credit reply 

6.1.1 Content 

The reply to a consultation request for credits contains: 

 a header with some administrative information; 

 the information registered by the participant in the request; 

 the reply itself with the identification data, credit data and/or messages. 

 

When a requested debtor has been identified and has credits registered in the application for at least 

one of the 2 requested periods, the participant gets the following information regarding that debtor. 

1. The debtor's identification data as stored in the CKO2, the CBE or the NRNP database. 

2. The credit data of the debtor containing: 

a. the credits by mode and residual maturity; 

b. the total authorized credits and total used credits; 

c. the margins and overspendings; 

d. the completeness indicators; 

e. the credit contest indicator; 

f. the total amounts of credits in foreign currencies; 

g. the information on the 90 days past due defaults. 

3. The participant's own comment for the period (as reported in the last CRED action). 

4. The number of derived entities and the sum of their credit data. 

5. The association codebtors data when the request is made on an association. 

 

The debtor on which the request is made is called the "base entity".  

If the base entity (individual debtor or association) has derived entities, the participant gets the 

globalized credit situation of the derived entities (no identification data is delivered about the derived 

entities). 

If the base entity is an association1, the participant also receives the identification number and credit 

situation for each of the codebtors of the association.  

                                                           
1
 An association is a group of debtors being together liable for the same credit(s). The derived entity of an association A is an 

association B composed of the same debtors than the one of association A + some additional codebtor(s).  
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6.1.2 Header 

Before the detailed information on the debtor, the participant receives some administrative information 

in the header element: 

 The request creation timestamp. 

 The participant's identification data (requesting participant code, name and comment 

text1). 

 The institute code "CCCR". 

 The date and time of last update of the database. They refer to the last date and time at 

which the database has been updated and frozen for consultation purposes. All the 

requests made during a same day always refer to the same dataset. 

 The reference of the output file (CCCR_REQUEST_ID). It is composed of the 

participant number, the participant's request reference
1
 and the output creation 

timestamp. 

 Possible technical error messages. 

6.1.3 Information from the request 

The debtor's identification number and the periods (if any) requested by the participant are given in 

return in the reply. 

6.1.4 Reply 

If the person has been identified and has credit information for the 2 periods, the participant gets a reply 

made of extended identification data on the debtor and the credit information related to that debtor for 

the 2 requested periods.  

 

Some alternative cases can occur when the person cannot be identified or when specific situations are 

encountered with the credit period(s) chosen (see point 6.3.3 Alternative replies) 

6.1.4.1 Identification data  

The identification data set provided in the reply depends on the type of the debtor and on his country of 

residence (Belgium or not). It consists in identification number(s) -all the available identification 

numbers are given in the reply2- and a unique set of detailed identification data. 

 
  

                                                           
1
 If it was filled in by the participant in the request. 

2
 Except the DEBTOR_CCCR_NUMBER which is only available in the reply if it was used in the request. 
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Table 2: Possible identification data given in the reply 

 Type of debtor 

 
Legal entity Natural person 

Association 
Identification numbers Resident Non-resident Resident Non-resident 

Enterprise number X  X X1  

National register number   X   

Participant internal number2  X X X X 

DEBTOR_CCCR_NUMBER3  X  X  

 

 

 
Type of debtor 

 Legal entity Natural person 
Association 

Identification data Resident Non-resident Resident Non-resident 

Legal name X X    

Legal form X     

Legal situation4 X  X X  

RRN_status    X   

Address (road name, nr, postcode, city) X X X X  

Country code of the debtor (not BE) X X X X  

Country code of the headquarters 

(mother company) 
X5    

 

Family name   X X  

First name   X X  

Birth date (or birth year if no birth date 

available) 
  X X 

 

Source of information X X X X  

Participant debtor's comment
6
 X X X X X 

 
The identification data can come from one of these information sources:  

1. the Crossroad Bank of Enterprises; 

2. the National Register of Natural Persons; 

3. the CKO2 database itself. 

 

                                                           
1
 Only delivered when the non-resident natural person has been registered in the CCCR using that number. 

2
 Only delivered if it is the participant's own internal number. 

3
 Only delivered if it was used in the request. 

4
 Only for legal entities and natural person being registered with an enterprise nr. 

5
 Country code of the registered office when the legal form is 023, 027, 030, 230, 235, 260 or 265 meaning that the legal entity is 

incorporated in Belgium but comes under foreign law. 
6
 Free comment text. This comment will not be systematically filled in by the participant when sending his monthly report. The 

requesting participant will get his own participant comment text. 
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When the resident natural person cannot be found in the CKO2 database, the person will be looked for 

in the National Register for Natural Person. In this case, the National Register status (RRN_status) will 

be communicated in the reply as follows: 

 Person deceased 

 Person scratched officially 

 Person scratched because person lives abroad 

 Cancelled NRNP registration  

 Person exempt from registration 

 Unknown code 

6.1.4.2 Credit data 

The detailed credit information is given separately in the reference currency (EUR): 

- for the debtor (base entity); 

- for the sum of the derived entities (associations) the base entity belongs to; 

- for each of the codebtors (if the base entity is an association). 

 

Example 

A. Requesting the credit situation of an individual debtor 

 

 Case  1: Individual debtor  

A 

Identification data 

are retrieved for  

Credits are 

given for 

Individual debtor A Base entity A A 

Derived entity A+ I Derived entity  

X Derived entity A+B+C+D Derived entity  

Derived entity A+E Derived entity  

 

If a participant makes a request on the individual debtor A, A is the base entity. 

The reply made to the participant will contain: 

- the identification data and credit situation of A; 

- the globalized credit situation of all the associations in which A is one of the codebtors 

(=derived entities of A); X = (A+I) + (A+B+C+D) + (A+E); 

- the number of derived entities : 3. 

 

The participant does not know who is part of X (and X could be composed of one or several 

individual debtors in addition to A). 
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B. Requesting the credit situation of an association 

 

 Case 2: Association 

of debtors (A+B+C) 

Identification data 

are retrieved for  

Credits are 

given for 

Association of debtors A+B+C Base entity (A+B+C)
1
 (A+B+C) 

Individual debtor A codebtor A A 

Individual debtor B codebtor B B 

Individual debtor C codebtor C C 

Derived entity A+B+C+D Derived entity  
X 

Derived entity A+B+C+I Derived entity  

Derived entity A+Y 

If a participant makes a request on the association (A+B+C), the base entity is (A+B+C). 

The reply made to the participant will contain: 

- the identification number of the association (A+B+C) and  the credit situation of (A+B+C); 

- the identification data of A (codebtor) and credit situation  of A; 

- the identification data of B (codebtor) and credit situation  of B; 

- the identification data of C (codebtor) and credit situation  of C; 

- the globalized credit situation of all the associations X in which A, B and C are codebtors 

(=derived entities of [A+B+C]); X= ([A+B+C]+D) + ([A+B+C]+I); 

- the number of derived entities : 2. 

 

The participant does not know who is part of X (and X could be composed of one or several 

individual debtor(s) in addition to [A+B+C]). 

No information is given on codebtors of the derived entities which are not codebtors of the base 

entity (D, I, Y in the above mentioned example). 

No information is given on associations composed of some of the codebtors of [A+B+C]. (e.g. 

associations A+Y in the example above).  

 

Credits amounts registered in the CKO2 database are presented: 

1. by credit mode and residual maturity (authorized/used) in the reference currency (EUR); 

2. totalized by amount (authorized/used) in the reference currency (EUR); 

3. totalized by original foreign currency (authorized/used); 

4. totalized by participant (authorized/used) in order to compute the margin or overspending of 

each participant. 

  

                                                           
1
 An association has only an identification number (it has no address or name or legal form or legal situation). 
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6.1.4.2.1 THE DEBTOR'S CREDITS 

6.1.4.2.1.1 Credit by mode and residual maturity  

All credits for which the authorized and/or used  amount is higher than zero are searched in the CKO2 

database for each of the requested periods (M1 and M2). 

For all institutions together on the one side and for the institution of the participant on the other 

side, credits are summed up by amount (authorized/used), credit mode and residual maturity for 

each of the 2 requested periods separately.  

The tables related to the credit modes and the residual maturity are presented in the document under 

ref. [2]. 

Remarks:  

1. Some of the credit modes can only have used (or authorized) amounts while other can have 

authorized and used amounts. 

2. Only the credit modes for which amounts are higher than zero are provided in the reply.  

 

6.1.4.2.1.2 Total credits 

For all institutions together on the one side and only for the institution of the participant on the 

other side, a total of the authorized amounts and of the used amounts is computed for each of the 2 

requested periods separately.  

Some credit modes are not summed up for the credit totals by used and authorized amount (see table 

in the document under ref. [2]). 

 

6.1.4.2.1.3 The margins and overspendings 

There is a margin if the total of the authorized amounts is larger than the total of the used amounts.  

There is an overspending in the opposite case, i.e. if the total of the used amounts is larger than the 

total of the authorized amounts. 

Margins and overspendings are expressed in EUR and are computed by participant for the total of the 

credit modes to be totalized (see table in the document under ref. [2]). They are then globalized 

separately: a total is made for all the margins and another total for all the overspendings for each of the 

requested months.  

6.1.4.2.1.4 The completeness indicators 

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANT HAVING REPORTED FOR THE PERIOD 

Participants receive the number of participants having reported credits for the debtor at the end of 

each of the requested periods M1 and M2. 
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COMPLETENESS 

Participants receive a completeness indicator which is based on the previous month situation.  

The information is supposed to be complete for the month M if all the reported credits for the debtor for 

the previous month (M- 1) have been updated in month M: either: 

 by new data (CRED action code) or  

 by having been stopped (STOPCRED action code)  

 or by having been deleted (DELDEB)1.  

See "Technical Documentation - Reporting functions" for further details on these action codes. 

The reporting period completeness indicator is given by a "true" or "false" value. 

If the participant makes a request on the oldest month present in the CKO2 database, it is not possible 

to calculate the completeness indicator (see point 6.3.3.2.5 No completeness indicator available). 

 

6.1.4.2.1.5 The credits contest indicator: 

This indicator is only returned for natural persons and is:  

- "true" if the CCCR back office has registered a contestation made by the debtor regarding credit data 

reported under his name by at least one participant;  

- "false" if the CCCR back office has NOT registered any contestation. 

 

6.1.4.2.1.6 The credits in foreign currency 

If some credits have been reported in a foreign currency, a total authorized amount and a total used 

amount is given by foreign currency for each of the requested periods, for the total of the 

participants and for the requesting participant separately. 

Only the "to be totalized" credit modes are summed up for the credits in foreign currency (see table in 

the document under ref. [2]). 

 

6.1.4.2.1.7 The information regarding the defaults 

Only participants who agreed to deliver information on defaults are entitled to receive this information in 

return. If it is the case, the reply contains the amount and the date of default in the case of "90 days 

past due default" reported by each participant.  

The date of register of past due default is the first date at which a default has been registered for the 

debtor and for which an amount is still reported by the participant.  

                                                           
1
 DELDEB: if a debtor reported by a participant in M-1 has been deleted by the participant in the reporting for the month M, the 

credit situation is deleted too -for the month M and retrospectively- which means that this participant will not be accounted for to 
compute the completeness indicator. 
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The reply contains also the period of the cancellation of the default, i.e. the month and year at which 

no default has been reported anymore by the participant for that debtor. The date and amount of 

default, as well as the date of cancellation will remain visible in the reply one year after the end of the 

default.  

After one year, the period of cancellation of default is erased in the CKO2 database which means that 

the consulting participant doesn't receive any data on that default. 

 

Example 

As long as the default has not been settled, the participant will report the date at which the default 

occurred for the first time and the current amount of default. Once the default has been fixed and 

that no default is being registered after, the date of default remains one year in the system. In the 

example below, the date of default 31/12/2011 will disappear from 31/03/2013 on.  

Reporting date Amount Date of default Date of cancellation of default 

31/12/2011 500 31/12/2011 - 

31/01/2012 450 31/12/2011 - 

29/02/2012 250 31/12/2011 - 

31/03/2012 0 31/12/2011 March 2012 

Requests on a period between 03/2012 and 02/2013 (those periods included) will be answered like this: 

amount of default: 0; date of default: 31/12/2011; date of cancellation: 03/2012. From 03/2013 on, no 

more information on the default will be given back. 

The information on default is communicated:  

- by anonymized participant: no name is delivered. The reply contains therefore a sequence 

number for each participant having communicated a default; 

- for the requesting participant itself.  

The CCCR back office registers if a natural person has contested his past due default data, in that case 

the default contest indicator will be "true". If the default data have not been contested, it will be 

"false".  

 

6.1.4.2.1.8 The credit period comment 

For each of the reporting periods, the participant can add a comment related to the credits of the debtor 

(risk_comment_text). A participant requesting the credit situation of one of his debtors receives his own 

comment for that credit period. 

6.1.4.2.2 THE DERIVED ENTITIES DATA 

6.1.4.2.2.1 The number of derived entities 

The number of derived entities for which there is at least one credit amount in one of the credit modes 

is given in the reply. No identification data of these derived entities is given though. 

 

For a base entity which is an individual debtor A, the number of derived entities is the number of 

associations where A is one of the codebtors. These associations may be composed of one or several 
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other codebtor(s) being a legal entity, a natural person or a combination of both (e.g. If debtor A has on 

the one hand credits in association with company B and on the other hand credits in association with 2 

natural persons C and D, the number of derived entities is 2; the derived entities are [A+B] and 

[A+C+D]). 

 

For a base entity which is an association composed of (A+B+C), the number of derived entities is the 

number of associations where A, B and C are codebtors together with one or several other codebtor(s) 

(e.g. if A, B and C have credits in common in an association with E, the number of derived entities is 1; 

the derived entity is [A+B+C+E]). 

 

The number of derived entities is zero if a base entity has no derived entities having credits. 

 

6.1.4.2.2.2 The credit situation of derived entities 

The credit situations of the derived entities are summed up in the reply but as a register date is 

related to each past due default, each default will be presented separately.   

 

Example: 

A consultation is made by participant W on debtor A (base entity) and A has 3 derived entities, all having "past due 

defaults" as follows: 

Derived entities Amount- past due  Date- past due 

A+B Participant X: 2.000  

Participant Y: 500 

2/10/2010 

10/5/2010 

A+C Participant X: 800 

Participant Y: 1.000 

6/6/2010 

8/5/2010 

A+D Participant W: 200 3/9/2010 

 

The defaults registered for the derived entities A+B and A+C by the participants Y and X will not be summed up. 

The risk past due default element will contain the following data: 

 

ALL institutions Participant's institution 
Participant sequence number:  1 
Risk past due default:  2.000 
Risk past due register date: 2010-10-02 

Risk past due default:  200 
Risk past due register date:  2010-09-03 

Participant sequence number: 2 
Risk past due default:  800 
Risk past due register date:  2010-06-06 

 

Participant sequence number:  3 
Risk past due default: 500 
Risk past due register date: 2010-05-10 

 

Participant sequence number:  4 
Risk past due default:  1.000 
Risk past due register date:  2010-05-08 

 

Participant sequence number:  5 
Risk past due default:  200 
Risk past due register date:  2010-09-03 
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6.1.4.2.3 DATA IN CASE OF A REQUEST ON AN ASSOCIATION  

 

6.1.4.2.3.1 Identification data 

If the consultation request is made on an association, the reply also contains all the identification data 

for each of the codebtors. 

 

6.1.4.2.3.2 Credit situation 

Apart from the credit situation of the association itself and the sum of the credit situations of the derived 

entities, the credit situation of each codebtor is returned in the reply as if it were a base entity debtor. 
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6.2 CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY elements 

CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

HEADER Contains basic information Mandatory - Single 

REQUEST Contains the data present in the request (debtor's identification and periods)  Mandatory - Single 

REPLY Contains the debtor's full identification data and credit information Optional - Single 

6.2.1 HEADER 

HEADER element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

ADMINISTRATION Contains basic information related to the reply Mandatory - Single 

CCCR_REQUEST_ID Reference which the application gives to the output file Mandatory - Single 

EXCEPTION_MESSAGE Technical warning, error and information messages Optional - Multiple 

6.2.1.1 ADMINISTRATION 

The values of the attribute and child elements of the element ADMINISTRATION identify a consultation 

reply in a sole way by situating the context of the XML file with: 

 one attribute: detailed timestamp corresponding to the participant request creation time 

(REQUEST_CREATION_TIMESTAMP); 

 child elements containing 

o the information on the participant (code, name and comment); 

o the code of the activity (INSTITUTE), which is a fixed value “CCCR”; 

o the last date at which the CKO2 database has been updated for consultation purposes 

(PARAMETER_LAST_UPTDATE_TIMESTAMP). 

 

ADMINISTRATION element 

Attribute 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

REQUEST_CREATION_TIMESTAMP Timestamp of the request creation Mandatory - Single 
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Child elements 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

PARTICIPANT Contains the data related to the requesting participant  Mandatory - Single 

INSTITUTE_CODE "CCCR" - Fixed value for the activity Mandatory - Single 

= CCCR 

PARAMETER_LAST_UPDATE_TIMESTAMP Last date at which the CKO2 database has been updated for 

consultation purposes 

Mandatory - Single 

 

PARTICIPANT element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

PARTICIPANT_CODE Unique code of the requesting participant Mandatory - Single 

PARTICIPANT_NAME Name of the requesting participant Mandatory - Single 

COMMENT_TEXT Free comment the participant has possibly given in the request Optional - Single 

6.2.1.2 CCCR_REQUEST_ID 

The application creates a unique request reference identification composed of the following elements:  

 

CCCR_REQUEST_ID element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

PARTICIPANT_CODE Unique code of the requesting participant Mandatory - Single 

PARTICIPANT_REQUEST_ID Free reference given by the participant in the request Optional - Single 

OUTPUT_CREATION_TIMESTAMP Date and time of the output's creation  Mandatory - Single 

 

6.2.1.3 EXCEPTION_MESSAGE 

The messages in the header refer to technical problems while the information or error messages related 

to the content of the reply are provided in the reply element (see 6.2.3.1).  

 

EXCEPTION_MESSAGE element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

EXCEPTION_MESSAGE_CODE Code of the exception message Mandatory - Single 

EXCEPTION_MESSAGE_TEXT Error, warning or information message when technical problems 

occurred 
Mandatory - Single 

6.2.2 REQUEST 

The reply XML file contains in the first place the elements present in the request. 
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REQUEST element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

DEBTOR_ID_NUMBER Identification number to identify the debtor Mandatory - Single 

CREDITS_PERIOD_CHOICE Contains the credit periods present in the request Optional - Single 

 

6.2.2.1 DEBTOR_ID_NUMBER 

The DEBTOR_ID_NUMBER element is the same as the one in the request (See point 5.2.2.1) but 

without validation (the reply contains the element as it was introduced in the request). 

6.2.2.2 CREDITS_PERIOD_CHOICE 

The CREDITS_PERIOD_CHOICE element is the same as the one in the request (See above) but 

without validation (the reply contains the elements as they were introduced in the request). 
 

6.2.3 REPLY 

The reply element contains: 

- potential error, warning and information messages related to the content of the reply; 

- the output details. 

 

REPLY element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE Warning, error or information message Optional - Multiple 

OUTPUT_DETAILS Contains the information related to the identification of the 

potential debtor and to his credit situation 

Optional - Single 

 

6.2.3.1 OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE 

The output exception message refers to the error codes described in point 10.3 "Information messages 

in the alternative replies". They relate to the content of reply elements.  
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OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

EXCEPTION_MESSAGE_CODE Code of the warning, error or information message Mandatory - Single 

 

6.2.3.2 OUTPUT_DETAILS 

This part of the reply contains the identification data from the CBE, the NRNP or the CKO2 database 

and the credit data present in the CKO2 database. 

 

OUTPUT_DETAILS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

DEBTOR_DATA Contains the full identification data of the potential debtor Mandatory - Single 

CREDITS_PERIOD Debtor's detailed credit data for the requested month(s)  Optional (maximum 2) 

 

6.2.3.2.1 DEBTOR_DATA 

 

DEBTOR_DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

LEGAL_ENTITY_DATA Contains the identification data of a legal entity One of the 3 elements is 

mandatory 
NATURAL_PERSON_DATA Contains the identification data of a natural person 

ASSOCIATION_DATA Contains the identification data of an association 
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LEGAL_ENTITY_DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

DEBTOR_KBO_NUMBER Enterprise number in the CBE Mandatory 

- Single 

Mandatory for resident 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_CODE Internal number assigned by the requesting 

participant to the foreign legal entity 

Present only if it is the 

requesting participant 

own debtor code 

DEBTOR_CCCR_NUMBER Unique number assigned by the CCCR to the debtor Present only if it was 

used in the credits 

request 

DEBTOR_NAME Enterprise legal name Mandatory - Single 

DEBTOR_LEGAL_FORM_CODE Enterprise legal form code (CBE table) Optional (mandatory if resident)  

DEBTOR_LEGAL_SITUATION_CODE Enterprise legal situation code (CBE table) Optional (mandatory if resident)  

ADDRESS Contains address data Mandatory - Single 

HEADQUARTERS_COUNTRY_ISO_CODE Country ISO-code of the registered office of the 

foreign legal entity (in case of branches in Belgium of 

foreign legal entities) 

Optional - Single 

INFORMATION_SOURCE CBE or participant if no CBE information available Mandatory - Single 

"BCE - KBO" or "Participant" 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_COMMENT_TEXT Free comment of the participant given  for the debtor Optional - Single 

 
 

ADDRESS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

DEBTOR_STREET_NAME_FRENCH Street name in French Mandatory- at least one of the three 

names 
DEBTOR_STREET_NAME_DUTCH Street name in Dutch 

DEBTOR_STREET_NAME Street name 

DEBTOR_HOUSE_NUMBER_TEXT House number Optional - Single 

DEBTOR_POSTBOX_TEXT Postbox number Optional - Single 

DEBTOR_POSTAL_CODE Postcode Optional (mandatory if resident) - 

Single  

DEBTOR_CITY_NAME_FRENCH Name of the city in French Mandatory- at least one of the three 

DEBTOR_CITY_NAME_DUTCH Name of the city in Dutch 

DEBTOR_CITY_NAME Name of the city 

DEBTOR_COUNTRY_ISO_CODE Country ISO-code Mandatory - Single 
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NATURAL_PERSON_DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

DEBTOR_KBO_NUMBER Enterprise number in the CBE Mandatory 

- Multiple 

All existing numbers 

(participant debtor code only 

given to the participant if it is 

his own code) 

DEBTOR_RRN_NUMBER Number of National Register of Natural Persons 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_CODE Internal number assigned by the requesting participant to the 

foreign natural person 

DEBTOR_CCCR_NUMBER Unique number assigned by the CCCR to the debtor Present only if it was used in 

the credits request 

PERSON_NAME Family name Mandatory - Single 

PERSON_FIRST_NAME First name Mandatory - Single 

PERSON_BIRTH_DATE Complete date of birth Optional- Single 

PERSON_BIRTH_YEAR Year of birth 

DEBTOR_LEGAL_SITUATION_CODE Enterprise legal situation code (CBE table) Optional (mandatory if a CBE number exists in 

the CCCR application
1
) - Single 

RRN_STATUS Natural person status as registered in the NRNP Optional - Single 

ADDRESS Contains address data Mandatory - Single 

INFORMATION_SOURCE CBE or NRNP or participant Mandatory - Single 

"BCE - KBO" or "RNPP - RRNP" or 

"Participant" 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_COMMENT_TEXT Free comment of the participant given  for the debtor Optional - Single 

 

RRN_STATUS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

NR_DECEASED NRNP status of a deceased person  

Mandatory - Single (one of the 6 elements) 

 

NR_SCRATCHED_OFFICIALLY NRNP status of a person officially scratched from the NRNP 

NR_SCRATCHED_FOREIGN NRNP status of a person scratched from the NRNP because 

leaving abroad 

NR_CANCELLED_REGISTRATION NRNP status of a person whose registration has been cancelled 

NR_EXEMPT_FROM_REGISTRATION NRNP status of a person exempt from registration 

NR_UNKNOWN_CODE NRNP status not known by the application 

 

ADDRESS element 

The address element for a natural person is the same as for a legal entity (see above). 

 
  

                                                           
1
 Some non-resident natural persons have a CBE number but it could happen that the participant did not reported it to the CCCR 

application. 
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ASSOCIATION_DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_CODE Code given by the participant to the association Mandatory - Single 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_COMMENT_TEXT Free comment of the participant Optional - Single 

CODEBTOR_DATA Identification data on codebtors Mandatory - 2 to many 

 

 

CODEBTOR_DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

LEGAL_ENTITY_DATA Contains the identification data of a legal entity Mandatory -  

minimum 2 elements NATURAL_PERSON_DATA Contains the identification data of a natural person 

 

LEGAL_ENTITY_DATA element 

See above 

 

NATURAL_PERSON_DATA element 

See above 

 

6.2.3.2.2 CREDITS_PERIOD 

 

CREDITS_PERIOD element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

PERIOD Month for which the credit data is retrieved Mandatory - Single 

DEBTOR_CREDITS Contains the credit information related to the debtor Mandatory - Single 

DEBTOR_DERIVED_ENTITIES_CREDITS Contains the information related to the credits of the sum of the derived 

entities of the requested debtor 

Mandatory - Single 

ASSOCIATION_CODEBTORS_CREDITS Contains the information related to the credits of each codebtor Optional (mandatory if the 

base entity is an 

association) - Single 

 

DEBTOR_CREDITS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

DEBTOR_CREDITS_DATA Contains the information related to the debtor's credit data Mandatory - Single 

RISK_COMMENT_TEXT Contains the participant comment given in the monthly reporting of the credit 

data 

Optional - Single 
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DEBTOR_CREDITS DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

CREDITS_BY_MODE_AND_RESIDUAL_MATURITY Credit data for used/authorized amount by mode and residual 

maturity (all institutions - your institution)  

Mandatory - Single 

TOTAL_CREDITS Total of the authorized/used amounts (all institutions - your 

institution) 

Mandatory - Single 

MARGIN_AMOUNT Sum of the margins of the participant(s)  Mandatory - Single 

OVERSPENDING_AMOUNT Sum of the overspendings of the participant(s) Mandatory - Single 

COMPLETENESS_INDICATORS Number of reporting participant(s) and indication whether the 

information is complete compared to the previous month  

Mandatory - Single 

CREDITS_CONTEST_INDICATOR Indication whether the debtor contested the credit data reported 

under his name (true) or not (false) 

Optional - Single 

"true" or "false" 

CREDITS_BY_FOREIGN_CURRENCY Total amounts used/authorized by original currency (all 

institutions - your institution) 

Mandatory - Single 

RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_DATA Information on 90 days past due defaults by anonymized 

participant 

Mandatory - Single 

 

CREDITS_BY_MODE_AND_RESIDUAL_MATURITY element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

ALL_CREDITS_BY_MODE_AND_RESIDUAL_MATURITY Sum of the amounts of all participants having reported credit 

amounts for the debtor 

Optional - Multiple 

PARTICIPANT_CREDITS_BY_MODE_AND_RESIDUAL_MATURITY Sum of the amounts  of the requesting participant for the debtor Optional - Multiple 

 

ALL_CREDITS_BY_MODE_AND_RESIDUAL_MATURITY element  

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

CREDIT_MODE_CODE Code of the mode Mandatory – Single 

CREDIT_RESIDUAL_MATURITY_CODE Code of the residual maturity Mandatory – Single 

CREDIT_TOTALIZED Indication whether the credit mode is included in the total credits 

element or not. 

Mandatory – Single 

"true" or "false" 

CREDIT_AMOUNTS Contains the authorized and used credit amounts Mandatory - Single 

 

PARTICIPANT_CREDITS_BY_MODE_AND_RESIDUAL_MATURITY element 

See above: same information element as for the  

ALL_CREDITS_BY_MODE_AND_RESIDUAL_MATURITY element. 
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CREDIT_AMOUNTS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

CREDIT_USED_AMOUNT Credit amount used by the debtor for the combination of dimensions in the reference 

currency (EUR) 

Mandatory - at least 

one of the two elements 

CREDIT_AUTHORIZED_AMOUNT Credit amount authorized to the debtor for the combination of dimensions in the reference 

currency (EUR) 

 

TOTAL_CREDITS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

ALL_TOTAL_CREDITS Sum of all the to be totalized credits (authorized/used) of all participants having reported 

credit amounts for the debtor in the reference currency (EUR) 

Mandatory - Single 

PARTICIPANT_TOTAL_CREDITS Sum of all the to be totalized credits (authorized/used) of the requesting participant for the 

debtor in the reference currency (EUR) 

Mandatory - Single 

 

ALL_TOTAL_CREDITS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

TOTAL_USED_AMOUNT Sum of the to be totalized credit amounts used by the debtor in the reference 

currency (EUR)  

Mandatory - Single 

TOTAL_AUTHORIZED_AMOUNT Sum of the to be totalized credit amounts authorized to the debtor in the 

reference currency (EUR). 

Mandatory - Single 

 

PARTICIPANT_TOTAL_CREDITS element 

See above: same elements as for the ALL_TOTAL_CREDITS element. 

 

COMPLETENESS_INDICATORS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

NUMBER_OF_REPORTING_PARTICIPANTS Counter of participants having reported on the debtor for the requested period. Mandatory - Single 

REPORTING_PERIOD_COMPLETENESS Indication whether all expected reporting participants effectively reported for the 

debtor for the requested period in comparison to the previous period. 

Optional - Single 

"true" or "false" 

 

 

CREDITS_BY_FOREIGN_CURRENCY element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

ALL_CREDITS_BY_FOREIGN_CURRENCY Sum of all the credit amounts of all participants by foreign currency Optional - Multiple 

PARTICIPANT_CREDITS_BY_FOREIGN_CURRENCY Sum of all the credit amounts of the requesting participant by foreign currency Optional - Multiple 
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ALL_CREDITS_BY_FOREIGN_CURRENCY element  

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional Single/Multiple 

FOREIGN_CURRENCY_ISO_CODE ISO-code of the currency of the credit amount(s) Mandatory - Single 

FOREIGN_CURRENCY_AUTHORIZED_AMOUNT Sum of all the to be totalized authorized amounts of the 

requesting participant by foreign currency 

Mandatory - Single 

FOREIGN_CURRENCY_USED_AMOUNT Sum of all the to be totalized used amounts of all 

participants by foreign currency 

Mandatory - Single 

 

PARTICIPANT_CREDITS_BY_FOREIGN_CURRENCY element 

See above: same element as for the ALL_CREDITS_BY_FOREIGN_CURRENCY element.  

 

RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional Single/Multiple 

ALL_RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_DATA Data on past due default by institution Optional - Multiple 

PARTICIPANT_RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_DATA Data on past due default by the requesting 

participant 

Optional - Multiple
1
 

 

ALL_RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_DATA element  

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional Single/Multiple 

PARTICIPANT_SEQUENCE_NUMBER Text "Participant" with a sequence number  Mandatory - Single Only for participants 

entitled to receive this 

information  

RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_AMOUNT Amount of credit default answering the definition 

“90 days past due” 

Mandatory - Single 

RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_REGISTER_DATE Day, month and year of registering of the credit 

default answering the definition “90 days past due” 

Mandatory - Single - 

One of the two 

elements  
RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_REGISTER_PERIOD Month and year of registering of the credit default 

answering the definition “90 days past due” 

RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_CANCELLATION_PERIOD Month and year when the recorded credit default 

answering the definition “90 days past due” has not 

been reported anymore 

Optional - Single 

DEFAULT_CONTEST_INDICATOR Indication whether the debtor has contested the 

past due default data reported under his name 

(true) or not (false) 

Optional - single 

"true" or "false" 

 
  

                                                           
1
  As dates cannot be summed up, this element becomes multiple in the case of derived entities. If a participant has registered 
defaults for several derived entities, the past due defaults will be delivered by anonymized derived entity in order to give a date 
for each default.  
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PARTICIPANT_RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_AMOUNT Amount of credit default answering the definition 

“90 days past due” 

Mandatory - Single 

RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_REGISTER_DATE Day, month and year of registering of the credit 

default answering the definition “90 days past due” 

Mandatory - Single - One of the two 

element  

RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_REGISTER_PERIOD Month and year of registering of the credit default 

answering the definition “90 days past due” 

RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_CANCELLATION_PERIOD Month and year when the recorded credit default 

answering the definition “90 days past due” has not 

been reported anymore 

Optional - Single 

 

DEBTOR_DERIVED_ENTITIES_CREDITS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

DERIVED_ENTITIES_COUNTER Total number of derived entities for the debtor Mandatory - Single 

DERIVED_ENTITIES_CREDITS_DATA Credit situation for the sum of the derived entities Optional - Single 

 

DERIVED_ENTITIES_CREDITS_DATA element 

Same element as for DEBTOR_CREDITS_DATA. The only difference is that the 

PARTICIPANT_RISK_PAST_DUE_DEFAULT_DATA element becomes "multiple" to give accurate information on 

the date in the case that a same participant has registered defaults in several derived entities. 

 

ASSOCIATION_CODEBTORS_CREDITS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

ASSOCIATION_CODEBTORS_CREDITS_DATA Codebtor identification number and codebtor credit data Mandatory -  

2 to many 

 

ASSOCIATION_CODEBTORS_CREDITS_DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

CODEBTOR_ID_NUMBER Identification number of the codebtors Mandatory - Single 

CODEBTOR_CREDITS Credit situation of the codebtors Mandatory - Single 

 

CODEBTOR_ID_NUMBER element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

DEBTOR_KBO_NUMBER Enterprise number in the CBE 1 to 3 elements mandatory 

Participant debtor code 

given only if it is the one 

from the requesting 

participant itself 

DEBTOR_RRN_NUMBER Number of National Register of Natural Persons 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_CODE Participant internal number 
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CODEBTOR_CREDITS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

CODEBTOR_CREDITS_DATA Contains the information related to the codebtor's credits Mandatory - Single 

RISK_COMMENT TEXT Contains the participant comment given in the monthly 

reporting of the credit data 

Optional - Single 

 

CODEBTOR_CREDITS_DATA element 

Same element as for DEBTOR_CREDITS_DATA 
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6.3 Error messages and alternative replies 

Three types of messages are used to respond to the CONSULT_CREDITS_REQUEST1 when specific 

situations or problems are encountered: technical error messages, validation error messages and 

alternative replies. 

6.3.1 Technical error messages [Soap or http(s)] 

Here are some examples of the kind of messages that are given by the NBB webserver in the 

eventuality that the request is refused even before it has reached the CKO2 application. 

- SSLv3 certificate problem with in detail "User certificate missing or rejected !". 

- SSL required.  

- Client certificate required.  

- Site access denied.  

- Too many users.  

- Client certificate revoked.  

- Client certificate is untrustworthy or invalid.  

- Client certificate has expired or is not yet valid. 

 

(See also point 10.1 Examples of technical messages) 

6.3.2 Validation error messages 

All errors resulting from the validation of the request parameters mentioned above in the validation rules 

lead to an exception message code and text in the header of the XML reply2 (see point 10.2 Messages). 

 

The CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY when a validation error occurs contains: 

 one EXCEPTION_MESSAGE in the HEADER, 

e.g. The message "3502: The enterprise number of the debtor does not exist in the Crossroads 

Bank of Enterprises" is replied when the enterprise number present in the request cannot be 

found in the list of enterprise numbers from the Crossroads Bank of Enterprises. 

 and no REPLY. 

6.3.3 Alternative replies 

Some alternative replies are proposed when the request is valid but that some information cannot be 

delivered. The reasons for this are related to identification problems or to the credit period chosen. 

                                                           
1
 The names in capital refer to the exact names in the XSDs/XMLs file for the CONSULT_CREDITS webservice. 

2
 CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY -> HEADER -> EXCEPTION_MESSAGE 
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6.3.3.1 Identification 

6.3.3.1.1 UNIDENTIFIED DEBTOR 

In some cases, the identification number mentioned by the participant could lead to a situation where 

the person searched for cannot be found neither in the Crossroads Bank of Enterprises (CBE) database 

nor in the National Register of Natural Persons (NRNP) database nor in the CKO2 database. The 

person is not identified and the participant gets an error message (Message 3510).  

 

Request Element Validation rule Message 

DEBTOR_ID_NUMBER element V510 3510 

 

The CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY contains: 

 one OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE code in the REPLY: "3510" which means that the 

person cannot be identified, 

 and no OUTPUT_DETAILS. 

6.3.3.2 Credit periods 

6.3.3.2.1 ONE PERIOD OUT OF THE TIME LAPSE 

If one of the 2 requested periods is not within the last 12 closed months, only the credit data of the other 

period can be provided (if any credit data available in the CKO2 application for this second period). 

 

Request Element Validation rule Message 

CREDITS_PERIOD_CHOICE element V516 3516 

 

The CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY contains: 

 one OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE code in the REPLY: "3516" which means that one 

of the 2 requested months is not within the last 12 closed months,  

 and OUTPUT_DETAILS  

o DEBTOR_DATA for the identified debtor, 

o CREDITS_PERIOD for 1 of the requested 2 periods (if there is credit data in the 

CKO2 database for that period). 

6.3.3.2.2 TWO PERIODS OUT OF THE TIME LAPSE 

If the 2 requested periods are not within the last 12 closed months, no credit data can be provided. 

 

Request Element Validation rule Message 

CREDITS_PERIOD_CHOICE element V518 3518 
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The CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY contains: 

 one OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE code in the REPLY: "3518" which means that 

none of the 2 requested months is within the last 12 months, 

 and OUTPUT_DETAILS  

o DEBTOR_DATA for the identified debtor. 

6.3.3.2.3 CREDIT DATA FOR ONLY ONE OF THE TWO PERIODS 

If the debtor has been identified, that both requested periods are within the last 12 closed months but 

that no credit data for one of the 2 requested months is present in the CKO2 database, the participant 

gets the identification data of the debtor, an error message (by which he is informed that there is no 

credit data available for this debtor for this period) and the credit situation for the second period. 

 

Request Element Validation rule Message 

CREDITS_PERIOD_CHOICE element V513 3513 

 
 

The CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY contains: 

 one OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE in the REPLY: "3513" which means that credit 

data for only one of the 2 requested months has been found in the CKO2 database, 

 and OUTPUT_DETAILS: 

o DEBTOR_DATA for the identified debtor; 

o CREDITS_PERIOD for 1 of the requested 2 periods only. 

6.3.3.2.4 NO CREDIT DATA FOR THE TWO PERIODS 

If the debtor has been identified, that both requested periods are within the last 12 months but that no 

credit data is registered in the CKO2 database for the two requested periods, the participant gets a 

reply containing the identification data of the requested debtor and a message stipulating that there is 

no data registered for that debtor for the 2 requested months. 

 

Request Element Validation rule Message 

CREDITS_PERIOD_CHOICE element V514 3514 

 

The CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY contains: 

 one OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE in the REPLY: "3514" which means that there is 

no credit data registered for that debtor for the 2 requested months, 

 and OUTPUT_DETAILS  

o DEBTOR_DATA for the identified debtor; 

o No CREDITS_PERIOD. 
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6.3.3.2.5 NO COMPLETENESS INDICATOR AVAILABLE 

If the debtor has been identified, that both requested periods are within the last 12 months but that one 

of the requested periods is the oldest month registered in the CKO2 application, the completeness 

indicator based upon the previous month cannot be computed.  

 

Request Element Validation rule Message 

CREDITS_PERIOD_CHOICE element V517 3517 

 

The CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY contains: 

 one OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE in the REPLY: "3517" which means that the 

completeness indicator cannot be computed on the oldest month of the CKO2 application 

database, 

 and OUTPUT_DETAILS  

o DEBTOR_DATA for the identified debtor; 

o CREDITS_PERIOD for the 2 requested periods. 
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7. Description of the 
CONSULT_DEBTORS_REQUEST 

7.1 General information on the debtors request 

The purpose of this CONSULT_DEBTORS_REQUEST is to get the identification number(s) of a debtor 

on the basis of his identification data. The result can be a unique debtor or a set of several debtors who 

match the same identification data. One of the identification numbers delivered in the reply enables the 

participant to retrieve the credit situation of the required debtor by introducing this number in a 

CONSULT_CREDITS_REQUEST. 

7.2 CONSULT_DEBTORS_REQUEST elements 

 

CONSULT_DEBTORS_REQUEST element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

HEADER Contains basic information  Mandatory - Single 

REQUEST Contains the data of the debtor  Mandatory - Single 

 

7.2.1 HEADER 

See point 5.2.1 for the HEADER element. 

7.2.2 REQUEST 

For debtors for whom the participant does not know any identification number, a combination of 

identification data can be used in the CONSULT_DEBTORS_REQUEST to get the identification 

number needed to make the CONSULT_CREDITS_REQUEST. The table below describes which 

criteria are mandatory for which type of debtor. The complete combination is needed to precisely 

identify the debtors. 
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Table 3: Required identification data by type of debtor 

 Type of debtor 

 Legal entity Natural person 

Identification data Resident  Non-resident  Resident Non-resident 

Legal Name M M   

Legal form code M    

Postcode M    

Country code  M  M 

Family name   M M 

First name   M M 

Birth date (Birth year)   M M 
M: mandatory 

The participant is requested to fill in all the fields with an "M" (e.g. for resident natural persons: name + 

first name + birth date (or birth year)) 

 

Birth date (birth year): the birth year is required if the entire birth date is not known by the participant. 

 

REQUEST element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

DEBTOR_ID_DATA Set of data to identify the debtor Mandatory - Single 

 

DEBTOR_ID_DATA element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

RESIDENT_LEGAL_ENTITY_ID_DATA Contains data on a resident legal entity 

One element is mandatory - Single XML 

NON_RESIDENT_LEGAL_ENTITY_ID_DATA Contains data on a non-resident legal entity 

RESIDENT_NATURAL_PERSON_ID_DATA Contains data on a resident natural person 

NON_RESIDENT_NATURAL_PERSON_ID_DATA Contains data on a non-resident natural person 

 

RESIDENT_LEGAL_ENTITY_ID_DATA element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

KBO_LEGAL_NAME Enterprise legal name Mandatory - Single XML 

KBO_LEGAL_FORM_CODE Enterprise legal form code (CBE table) Mandatory - Single 

V506 

XML 

3506 

KBO_POSTAL_CODE Postcode Mandatory - Single 

V507 

XML 

3507 
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NON_RESIDENT_LEGAL_ENTITY_ID_DATA element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

PERSON_LEGAL_NAME Enterprise legal name Mandatory - Single XML 

ADDRESS_COUNTRY_ISO_CODE Country ISO-code Mandatory - Single 

V508 

≠ BE 

XML 

3508 

XML 

 

RESIDENT_NATURAL_PERSON_ID_DATA element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

PERSON_NAME Family name Mandatory - Single XML 

PERSON_FIRST_NAME First name Mandatory - Single XML 

PERSON_BIRTH_DATE Complete date of birth One value is mandatory - Single XML 

PERSON_BIRTH_YEAR Year of birth 

 

NON_RESIDENT_NATURAL_PERSON_ID_DATA element 

Tag Description Validation rule Message 

PERSON_NAME Family name Mandatory - Single XML 

PERSON_FIRST_NAME First name Mandatory - Single XML 

PERSON_BIRTH_DATE Complete date of birth One value is mandatory - Single XML 

PERSON_BIRTH_YEAR Year of birth 

ADDRESS_COUNTRY_ISO_CODE Country ISO-code Mandatory - Single 

V508 

≠ BE 

XML 

3508 

XML 

 

7.3 Technical and validation errors 

When a participant makes a request, he might encounter technical problems or validations errors. 

 

Both lead to exception message codes and texts in English in the header of the  

CONSULT_DEBTORS_REPLY. These messages are similar to the technical and validation error 

messages in the CONSULT_CREDITS_REPLY (See point 6.3.1 and 6.3.2). 
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8. Description of the 
CONSULT_DEBTORS_REPLY 

8.1 General information on the debtors reply 

The consult debtors reply provides the participant with a list of maximum 10 potential debtors matching 

the identification data present in the request. 

8.2 CONSULT_DEBTORS_REPLY elements 

CONSULT_DEBTORS_REPLY element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

HEADER Contains basic information Mandatory - Single 

REQUEST Contains the data present in the request 

(debtor's identification)  

Mandatory - Single 

REPLY Contains the debtors' full identification data  Optional - Single 

8.2.1 HEADER  

See 6.2.1 for the HEADER element. 

8.2.2 REQUEST 

The reply contains the element present in the request and additional data related to the debtor's 

identification. 

 

REQUEST element 

Same element as under point 7.2.2. 
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8.2.3 REPLY 

REPLY element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE Code of a warning, error or information message Optional - Multiple 

OUTPUT_DETAILS Contains the information related to the identification of the 

potential debtor. 

Optional - Single 

 

8.2.3.1 OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE 

The output exception message refers to the error codes that are described in point 10.3. They relate to 

the content of reply elements.  

 

OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

EXCEPTION_MESSAGE_CODE Code of a warning, error or information message Mandatory - Single 

8.2.3.2 OUTPUT_DETAILS 

OUTPUT_DETAILS element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

DEBTOR_DATA Contains the full identification data of the potential debtors Mandatory - Single 

 

8.2.3.2.1 DEBTOR_DATA 

Depending on the type of identification data present in the request, the participant receives identification 

keys related to one to maximum 10 legal entities or natural persons. 

 

DEBTOR_DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional 

Single/Multiple 

LEGAL_ENTITY_DATA Contains the identification data of a legal entity Optional - maximum 10 elements 

NATURAL_PERSON_DATA Contains the identification data of a natural person Optional - maximum 10 elements 
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LEGAL_ENTITY_DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

DEBTOR_KBO_NUMBER Enterprise number in the CBE Mandatory 

- Single 

Mandatory for resident 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_CODE Internal number assigned by the requesting 

participant to the foreign legal entity 

Present only if it is the 

requesting participant 

own debtor code 

DEBTOR_CCCR_NUMBER Unique number assigned by the CCCR to the debtor Mandatory for non-

resident if none of the 

2 other numbers exists 

DEBTOR_NAME Enterprise legal name Mandatory - Single 

DEBTOR_LEGAL_FORM_CODE Enterprise legal form code (CBE table) Optional (mandatory if resident)  

DEBTOR_LEGAL_SITUATION_CODE Enterprise legal situation code (CBE table) Optional (mandatory if resident)  

ADDRESS Contains address data Mandatory - Single 

HEADQUARTERS_COUNTRY_ISO_CODE Country ISO-code of the registered office of the 

foreign legal entity (in case of branches in Belgium of 

foreign legal entities) 

Optional - Single 

INFORMATION_SOURCE CBE or participant if no CBE information available Mandatory - Single 

"BCE - KBO" or "Participant" or CKO2 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_COMMENT_TEXT Free comment of the participant given  for the debtor Optional - Single 

 

ADDRESS element 

See same element under point 6.2.3.2.1 
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NATURAL_PERSON_DATA element 

Tag Description Mandatory/Optional  

Single/Multiple 

DEBTOR_KBO_NUMBER Enterprise number in the CBE Mandatory - Multiple 

All existing numbers (participant debtor code 

only given to the participant if it is his own 

code) 

DEBTOR_RRN_NUMBER Number of National Register of Natural Persons 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_CODE Internal number assigned by the requesting 

participant to the foreign natural person 

DEBTOR_CCCR_NUMBER Unique number assigned by the CCCR to the 

debtor 

Mandatory for non-resident if none of the 3 

other numbers exist 

PERSON_NAME Family name Mandatory - Single 

PERSON_FIRST_NAME First name Mandatory - Single 

PERSON_BIRTH_DATE Complete date of birth One of the 2 elements is mandatory - Single  

PERSON_BIRTH_YEAR Year of birth 

DEBTOR_LEGAL_SITUATION_CODE Enterprise legal situation code (CBE table) Optional (mandatory if a CBE number exists 

in the CCCR application) - Single 

RRN_STATUS Natural person status as registrered in the NRNP Optional - Single 

ADDRESS Contains address data Mandatory - Single 

INFORMATION_SOURCE CBE or NRNP or participant Mandatory - Single 

"BCE - KBO" or "RNPP - RRNP" or 

"Participant" or CKO2 

PARTICIPANT_DEBTOR_COMMENT_TEXT Free comment of the participant given  for the 

debtor 

Optional - Single 

 

RRN_STATUS element 

The RRN status element has been described under point 6.2.3.2.1. 

 

ADDRESS element 

The address element for a natural person is the same as for a legal entity (see above). 

See same element under point 6.2.3.2.1 

8.3 Error messages and alternative replies 

Three types of messages are used to respond to the CONSULT_DEBTORS_REQUEST1 when 

problems are encountered: technical error messages, validation error messages and alternative replies. 

8.3.1 Technical error messages [Soap or http(s)] 

See point 6.3.1. 

                                                           
1
 The names in capital refer to the exact names in the XSDs for the CONSULT_CREDITS webservice. 
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8.3.2 Validation error messages 

See point 6.3.2. 

8.3.3 Alternative replies 

Some alternative replies will be proposed when the request is valid but that some information cannot be 

delivered.  

8.3.3.1 Unidentified debtor 

If the identification data mentioned by the participant do not enable to find the person searched for 

neither in the Crossroads Bank of Enterprises (CBE) database nor in the National Register of Natural 

Persons (NRNP) database nor in the CKO2 database, the person is not identified and the participant 

gets an error message (Message 3510).  

 

Request Element Validation rule Message 

DEBTOR_ID_DATA element V510 3510 

 

The CONSULT_DEBTORS_REPLY contains: 

 one OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE code in the REPLY: "3510" which means that the 

person cannot be identified1, 

 and no OUTPUT_DETAILS. 

8.3.3.2 More than 10 debtors found 

If more than 10 debtors match the identification data mentioned by the participant, the participant 

receives a message instead of identification data (Message: 3512). 

 

Request Element Validation rule Message 

DEBTOR_ID_DATA element V512 3512 

 

The CONSULT_DEBTORS_REPLY contains: 

 one OUTPUT_EXCEPTION_MESSAGE code in the REPLY: "3512" which means that too 

many debtors match the identification data, 

 and no OUTPUT_DETAILS. 

                                                           
1
 Same message as in point 6.3.3. 
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9. Validation rules 

V501 The last two digits must be the results of the modulo 97 operation applied on the previous 

digits 

 

V502 The enterprise number must exist in the Crossroads Bank of Enterprises 

 

V503 The number must exist in the National Register of Natural Persons 

 

V504 The participant code must exist in the CKO2 database and must be linked to/authorized for 

the digital certificate 

 

V505 The participant debtor code must have been registered in the CKO2 database for the 

participant 

 

V506 The code of legal form must exist in the list of legal forms codes of the Crossroads Bank of 

Enterprises 

 

V507  The code must exist in the list of Belgian official postcodes 

 

V508 The code must exist in the list of official ISO-codes of countries 

 

V509 The DEBTOR_CCCR_NUMBER must exist in the CKO2 database 

 

V510 The debtor must exist in the CBE database or in the NRNP database or in the CKO2 

database 

 

V512 Maximum 10 potential debtors must match the identification data mentioned 

 

V513 There must be credit data for the debtor for the selected period 

 

V514 There must be credit data for the debtor for the 2 selected periods 

 

V516 The requested period date must regard a date for which credit data still exists in the CKO2 

database. It may not be different from the last 12 ends of month 

 

V517 The requested period date should be more recent than the oldest of the last 12 months 

 

V518 Both requested periods date must regard dates for which credit data still exists in the 

CKO2 database. It may not be different from the last 12 ends of month 

 

V520 Birthdate has to be within the current date and the current date minus 120 years 
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10. Messages 

10.1 Examples of technical messages 

10.1.1  An example of the reply to a SOAP request using SOAPUI: 

<html> 
<head> 
<title>SSLv3 certificate problem</title> 
<meta HTTP-EQUIV="REFRESH" content="0; url=/ErrorPages/cert_reject.aspx"> 
<script language="javascript" 
 type="text/javascript"> 
<!-- 
window.location.replace( 
 "/ErrorPages/cert_reject.aspx"); 
--> 
</script> 
</head> 
<body> 
<h1>User certificate missing or rejected !</h1> 
More information <a HREF="/ErrorPages/cert_reject.aspx">here</a> 
</body> 
</html> 

10.1.2  An example of the request and reply to a https-request using Curl 

C:\curl-7.17.1>curl -v  -F "file=@H:\cko\test consultation via http\test.xml"  
-H "fileName: test.xml"  -H "Content-Type: essa/sresp"  
-k "https://cccr-test.nbb.be/invoke/consultDebtors" --trace trace.txt 
Warning: --trace overrides an earlier trace/verbose option 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>SSLv3 certificate problem</title> 
<meta HTTP-EQUIV="REFRESH" content="0; url=/ErrorPages/cert_reject.aspx"> 
<script language="javascript" 
 type="text/javascript"> 
<!-- 
window.location.replace( 
 "/ErrorPages/cert_reject.aspx"); 
--> 
</script> 
</head> 
<body> 
<h1>User certificate missing or rejected !</h1> 
More information <a HREF="/ErrorPages/cert_reject.aspx">here</a> 
</body> 
</html> 
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10.2 Validation error messages 

3501 Incorrect check-digit. 

3502 The enterprise number of the debtor does not exist in the Crossroads Bank of Enterprises. 

3503 The number of the debtor does not exist in the National Register of Natural Persons. 

3504 The participant code does not exist in the CKO2 database or the participant code is not 

linked to/authorized for the digital certificate.  

3505 The participant debtor code does not exist in CK02. 

3506 Value not existing in the Crossroads Bank of Enterprises legal form codes table. 

3507 Value not existing or no more existing in the list of Belgian postal codes. 

3508 Value not existing in the country ISO codes table. 

3509 The DEBTOR_CCCR_NUMBER does not exist in CKO2. 

10.3 Information messages in the alternative replies 

3510 The following identification number/identification data could not be found in the Crossroads 

Bank of Enterprises, nor in the National Register of Natural Persons nor in the CKO2 

application. 

3512 Too many debtors match the identification keys you mentioned. 

3513 There is no credit data available for this debtor for one of 2 the requested periods. 

3514 There is no credit data available for this debtor for the 2 requested periods. 

3516 One of the requested periods is not within the last 12 months. No credit data can be 

delivered for this period. 
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3517 No completeness indicator can be computed on the oldest period of the last 12 months. 

3518 None of the requested periods is within the last 12 months. No credit data can be 

delivered. 

3520 Incorrect birthdate. 
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11. Glossary and abbreviations 

 

CBE Crossroads Bank of Enterprises (Banque-carrefour des entreprises - Kruispuntbank van 

ondernemingen). 

CCCR Central Corporate Credit Register (Centrale des crédits aux entreprises - Centrale voor 

kredieten aan ondernemingen). 

CKO2 Name of the new CCCR concept (legislation, rules and IT application). 

CKO2 application IT application to run CKO2. 

 

 

Declarer See Participant. 

 

 

Enterprise number Name of the identification number of a resident legal entity or natural person in the CBE. 

 

 

File Homogeneous set of data sent by a participant (request) or by the CKO2 database (reply). 

 

 

M Mandatory. 

 

 

NRNP National Register of Natural Persons (Registre national des personnes physiques - 

Rijksregister van natuurlijke personen). 

 

 

OneGate NBB portal name to access the CKO2 application for reporting (A2A and U2A channels) to 

the CCCR, for getting the outputs (A2A and U2A channels) produced by the CKO2 

application (except the consultation functions) and for exchanging messages with the CCCR 

back office. 

 

Participant Institution reporting data to the CCCR and under the name of which the data must be 

registered in the CKO2 database. 

 

Period A period corresponds to the end of a month (yyyy-mm). 

 

RRN = NRNP 


